Understanding the carrier excitation and transport processes at the single-charge level plays a key role in quantum-dot-based solar cells and photodetectors. Here, we report on Coulombinduced giant photocurrent enhancement of positive charged trions (X + ) in a single self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dot embedded in an n-i-Schottky device by high-resolution photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy. The Coulomb repulsion between the two holes in the X + increases the tunneling rate of the hole, and the remaining hole can be reused as the initial state to regenerate X + again. This process brings the PC amplitude of X + up to 30 times larger than that of the neutral exciton.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted much attention as the third-generation photovoltaic solar cells due to the potential ultrahigh energy conversion efficiency [1, 2] .
Various approaches have been investigated intensively to improve the efficiency such as intermediate-band excitation utilizing low-energy photons [3] [4] [5] [6] , enhancing electron transfer in sensitized solar cells [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , or producing multiple excitons per single photon [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The dissociation of photogenerated excitons into free electrons and holes plays a key role in the solar cells and photodetectors [17] , which is affected by the strong Coulomb interactions between the carriers in the nanoscale systems. Many researches have been focused on the mechanism of dissociation against the Coulomb attraction between electron and hole in the low-dimensional nanostructures [15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . While during the excitons' excitation and dissociation, various excitons which consist of different numbers of electrons and holes can be generated. The effect of the Coulomb repulsion between these carriers in the solar cells has rarely been explored. Recently, a strong enhancement of conversion efficiency with built-in electrons of intermediate-band QD solar cell has been reported [24] . Generally, the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons (holes) in the conduction (valance) band can accelerate the tunneling rate of electron (hole), while the mechanism still needs to be investigated quantitatively. Photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy of a single QD at low temperature has been proved as a powerful method to investigate the hole-spin-based qubit in quantum information processing [25] [26] [27] , or the photon absorption and carrier tunneling process in the QD-based solar cells [28] , which offers a profound understanding of the carriers dynamics in the applications of solar cell and photodetector based on QDs at the single-charge level.
In this paper, we demonstrate the Coulomb-induced giant enhancement of the PC in a single InAs/GaAs QD via high-resolution PC spectroscopy of positive charged trion (X + ).
The QDs are embedded in the intrinsic region of an n-i-Schottky photodiode based on a twodimensional electron gas (2DEG). The two-color continuous wave (CW) narrow-bandwidth (∼1MHz) lasers are used to perform the high-resolution PC spectra of X + , which are measured by sweeping the neutral exciton (X 0 ) and X + transition energies simultaneously through quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) to achieve the resonant excitation. The
Coulomb repulsion between the two holes in the X + increases the tunneling rate of one hole, and the remaining hole can be reused as the initial state to excite X + again. This process enhances the PC amplitude of X + dozens of times larger than that of X 0 . The saturation behavior in the pumping-power-dependent PC measurements is intuitively interpreted by a four-level-rate-equation model, from which the hole tunneling time for X + and X 0 is obtained precisely. By repeating the measurements for a range of excitation energies, we obtain the hole tunneling time as a function of vertical electric field. The Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation is used to determine the tunnel barriers of hole in the s-shell of valence band for single-and double-hole situations quantitatively, which shows the change of 8.05 meV of the tunnel barrier caused by the hole repulsion. These results can be utilized to improve the photoelectric conversion efficiency and photoresponse in the applications of solar cells and photodetectors based on QDs.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The n-i-Schottky device is designed and fabricated for performing PC measurement of single QDs, where the device structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . A single layer of InAs self-assemble QDs is grown by molecular beam epitaxy, which is embedded in a 250-nmthick GaAs layer with a low density of about 10 9 cm −2 . A Si δ-doped GaAs layer is located 50 nm below with a doping density N d = 5×10 12 cm −2 forming a 2DEG. The Schottky contact is formed by evaporating a 10 nm semitransparent Ti at the surface, followed by a Al mask with apertures of about 1-3 µm. A (Au, Ge)Ni ohmic contact is fabricated to connect the 2DEG with the Cr/Au bond pads. Moreover, a distributed Bragg reflector of 13-pairs of Al 0.94 Ga 0.06 As/GaAs (67/71 nm) is grown at the bottom of the structure to enhance the photon collection efficiency. The vertical electric field can be applied on the device camera with a spectra resolution of about 60 µeV. A semiconductor analyzer with a high current resolution (10 fA) is used to measure the current.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before carrying out the PC measurements, bias-dependent micro-PL spectroscopy is performed on a single QD with above-band excitation to identify the transition energies of different charged exciton states and the bias voltage range for the PC regime, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The X 0 and the biexciton (XX ) peaks have fine structure splitting caused by the electron-hole exchange interaction and structure asymmetry of the QD [29] , and the X 0 PL intensity reaches saturation earlier than XX. These behaviors help us to identify the X 0 and the XX peaks. The charged trions can be identified by the binding energies and the electricfield-dependent behaviors. At high positive bias voltages in Fig. 1(b) , which correspond to low electric fields, the s-shell electron state is below the Fermi level in the 2DEG. The QDs will be charged with one electron tunneled from the 2DEG [30] . As a result, the negative charged trion X − dominates. While with the increase of the electric field, the s-shell electron level is above the Fermi level, and the electron charging stops. Instead, the tilt of the energy band makes the tunneling rate of captured electrons in the QDs faster than holes, resulting in the accumulation of holes in the QDs and the observation of positive charged trion X + .
When the electric field is strong enough to let the hole tunnel out of the QD before the recombination with electron, the PL peaks of the QD disappear. At this regime, the PC can be observed.
In the experiment, the PC spectra are measured by sweeping the exciton transition energy via QCSE to resonate with the fixed laser energy. The Stark effect can be described as
, where E (0) is the transition energy without external applied field, p is the permanent dipole moment and β is the polarizability of electron-hole wavefunctions.
This is a convenient way to tune the transition energies of X 0 and X + simultaneously. For tunnel out of the dot under electric field, contributing to a measurable PC signal. As a result, the system is empty again and ready for the next excitation [31] . While for X + , the exciton energy is renormalized due to the Coulomb interactions caused by the extra hole. In addition, the X + requires a single hole as the initial state, the two-color resonant excitation scheme is needed, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Firstly, the X 0 is excited by a laser labeled as E 0 L resonantly. Due to the fast tunneling rate of electron in the presence of electric field, the system will decay to the single hole state |h in several picoseconds as the initial state of X + . Meanwhile, the second laser with higher energy (E + L ) pumps the QD to the |X + state.
This is the two-color excitation scheme for X + .
There are different possible paths for the decay of X + . As mentioned above, the electron will tunnel out fast preferentially. For the tunneling of holes, one hole tunnels out quickly due to the Coulomb repulsion between the two holes, and the system decays to |h . While the remaining hole decay to ground state |g very slowly, which makes the |h state as a metastable state to be excited to |X + again when the angular momentum condition is fulfilled, as the bottom panel shown in Fig. 2(b) . Therefore this |X + →|h →|X + selfcirculation process ensures that the excitation of X + does not totally depend on the |X 0 →|h decay process. But it is still possible that the single hole tunnels out and the system returns to |g . Under this circumstance, the next two-color excitation loop can happen again. The net X + PC signal is from the |X + →|h decay process, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 2(b) . Actually these two competitive decay paths coexist, that is why the two-color excitation is still needed although the circulation is already started. It is worth noting that the spins of the carrier are ignored in the two-color excitation scheme. Here, the linearly polarized narrow-linewidth lasers are chosen to pump X 0 and X + resonantly, thus all the spin states can be excited for both X 0 and X + compared with the cross-circular-polarized scheme for spin-resolved excitation in previous works [27, 32] . which is also observed for other QDs on similar Schottky devices in our experiments. Here, the PC amplitude of X + is over one order of magnitude larger than that of X 0 at high excitation power surprisingly, while the previous works with cross-circular-polarized scheme for spin selection excitation can only achieve PC amplitude of X + comparable with that of X 0 [27, 32] . One reason is that the reuse of hole from X + under linearly polarized excitation can remove the limit of the hole decay from X 0 partly. While for circularly polarized excitation scheme, the reuse of hole may not happen if this hole's transition needs perpendicular circularly polarized excitation. More importantly, the Coulomb repulsion between the two holes increases the tunneling rate and enhances the PC amplitude largely. It is also worth noting that a part of the PC signal shown as the blue points in Fig. 2(c) is from X 0 , while this component can be ignored. Because at high excitation power, the |X + →|h →|X + self-circulation as shown in the bottom part in Fig. 2(b) dominates, the excitation of X 0 is restricted and its PC component is smaller than the net X 0 PC amplitude which is already over one order of magnitude smaller than that of X + .
To verify the Coulomb interactions between the extra hole in X + and other carriers, the linewidth of the PC spetrum is analyzed. The extra hole in X + increases the Coulomb attraction to the electron, which prolongs the tunneling time of electron and decreases the linewidth of the X + PC spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2(d) clearly, in which the x axis is replaced with the detuning energy through the different Stark effects of X 0 and X + .
Both lasers are tuned simultaneously to obtain a series of PC spectra with different electric fields, and the correlations of transition energies and electric fields for X 0 and X + are built through quadratic fit according to QCSE. Here, the linewidth of X + PC spectrum at low pumping power (red points) is about 20 µeV. If we ignore the power broadening at low pumping power and assume the electron tunneling as the main dephasing mechanism, the linewidth corresponds to the tunneling time of electron in X + of about 30 ps. As a contrast, the linewidth of X 0 PC spectrum is about 190 µeV in Fig. 2(d) . Deducting the power broadening, the tunneling time of electron in X 0 is about several picoseconds, corresponding to the fast tunneling process from |X 0 to |h shown in Fig. 2(a) .
To demonstrate the giant enhancement of the PC amplitude under two-color excitation and the Coulomb interaction between two holes in X + quantitatively, the power-dependent PC measurements are performed. The saturation behavior in power-dependent measurement is a simple way to investigate the characteristic time of the system, which has been widely used in QD researches [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Here, the long tunneling time of hole limits the PC amplitudes for both X 0 and X + . For the X 0 PC measurement, before the hole tunnels out of the QD, the next electron-hole pair cannot be excited resonantly by the same laser because of the energy detuning between different excitons. Therefore, a saturation of the PC amplitude of X 0 can be observed with the increase of the pumping power at a fixed electric field, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 3 (b) (red line with empty holes). The saturation effect of the PC amplitude can be described by the following theoretical model [39] :
where P is the laser pumping power on the QD (arb. units), P 0 is the renomalized coefficient, e is the elementary charge and τ h esc is the hole tunneling time. The power-dependent X 0 PC amplitudes can be fitted by this model very well, as the red curve shown in Fig. 3(b) . Here, at F = 46 kV/cm, the saturation PC amplitude I 0 sat is 20.20 pA, which corresponds to the hole tunneling time as 3.96 ns.
But for X + , it is more complicated. The two-color excitation scheme makes the PC amplitude of X + depends on not only the pumping power of laser resonant with X + , but also the laser used to excite X 0 . Furthermore, the measured PC signals include the components from X + and X 0 , and the fast electron tunneling process from |X 0 to |h also affects the preparation of X + . In order to describe the dynamics in the two-color excitation scheme shown in Fig. 2(a) precisely, we build the following four-level rate equations: The PC amplitude in the experiment can be described as:
where N h /τ h esc and N + /τ + esc correspond to the tunneling processes of X 0 and X + shown in Fig. 2(b) , respectively.
Under the two-color excitation scheme, the PC amplitude depends on the pumping power of laser resonant with X + (P 2 ) and the laser used to excite X 0 (P 1 ). In order to get the hole tunneling time of X + , we perform two-step power-dependent measurements. At the beginning, we increase P 2 with a fixed P 1 , so the saturation PC amplitude can be obtained through the saturation behavior which has the same form as Eq. (1). Then a series of measurements for different P 1 are performed, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , which give the saturation PC amplitudes with the increase of P 1 , as shown by black line with solid squares in Fig. 3(b) .
Through the rate-equation model, the two-step power-dependent scheme gives the saturation PC amplitude in two-color excitation as: Here, the fast electron tunneling time τ 
where m * h = 0.59m e is the heavy-hole effective mass in GaAs along the growth direction and m e is the electron mass in vacuum, H is the QD height, F is the vertical electric field and E b is the tunnel barrier height or the ionization energy for the hole. Even though the QDs have three-dimensional confinements, the confinement along the growth direction is much stronger than the QDs plane. As the high-resolution cross section image of a single QD from the same sample by transmission electron microscopy shown [42] , the size of the QD can be measured as about 5 nm for height and about 20 nm for base length. On the other side, the electric filed is applied along the growth direction, so the 1D model is reasonable to describe the tunneling behavior in QDs along the growth direction. This model of Eq. (5) can agree very well with the experimental data of electron and hole tunneling rates in the previous works [33, 34] . As the device with the same structure, the QD height of 4.5 nm is chosen here to fit the experimental data shown in Fig. 4 . The hole tunneling time and saturation PC of X 0 , as shown by black points in Fig. 4 , give the fitted tunnel barrier E 0 b of the single hole as 45.51 meV, which is consistent with the previous work [34] . Since the X + has two holes, the decay to single hole state has two tunneling channels, which induces the tunneling rate twice as fast as single hole tunneling without considering Coulomb interaction between two holes. So the hole tunneling rate for two-hole situation should be halved in 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrate the Coulomb-induced giant enhancement of X + PC in a single InAs/GaAs QD under the two-color excitation scheme. The high-resolution PC spectra of X + are obtained by sweeping the X 0 and X + transition energies to match the 
